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Abstract
Emergence of long-lived emitter states is predicted to occur in a mesolaser driven below self-
quenching threshold. Distinct behavioral regimes of the emitters are separated by peaks in
photon fluctuations (the Fano factor) in a manner analogous to but fundamentally different from
the nonequilibrium phase transition analogy in conventional lasers. The parameter space in
which long-lived states emerge in mesolasers containing two or more emitters is identified and
shown to be controlled by the strength of coupling to external baths.
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1. Introduction

As the number of emitters in a conventional macroscopic laser
is reduced device behavior eventually enters a qualitatively
different mesoscale regime dominated by quantum effects.
Understanding and controlling the operation of mesoscale
lasers consisting of several emitters (atoms or semiconductor
quantum dots) in an optical cavity is currently a challenge
that, if solved, can have practical ramifications [1–4]. For
example, it may help lead the way to a new generation of
efficient, ultra-small, lasers with important applications that
include dense high-bandwidth optical interconnects in elec-
tronic systems.

The steady-state and transient average optical field
intensity and average emitter excitation of a conventional
macroscopic laser may be described using continuum mean-
field rate equations. Such models are able to accurately pre-
dict important experimentally measurable quantities including
laser threshold pump value, emitter excitation pinning above
threshold, and critical slowing around threshold. Addition of
Langevin noise terms to the model allows quantification of
field and excitation fluctuations. The optical field of a mac-
roscopic laser operating in the thermodynamic limit transi-
tions from a disordered to an ordered state as the system is
pumped from below to above lasing threshold. This is the

classical example of a second-order non-equilibrium phase
transition with the optical field as the order parameter [5–7].
However, apart from the presence of spontaneous emission,
the continuum mean-field rate equations used to describe the
behavior of a conventional macroscopic laser operating in the
thermodynamic limit is classical. Recent research has focused
on bridging the quantum-classical transition [8].

In dramatic contrast, a quantum mechanical description
of a mesoscale laser admits the emergence of partially ordered
long-lived emitter states for which there is no classical analog.
In addition, no formal non-equilibrium phase transition exists
in the finite-sized system. Instead, it is observed that the
emergence and dissipation of the long-lived states creates
behavioral regimes in the emitters that are identifiable in the
photon statistics (the Fano factor) in a manner analogous to
but different from the phases of conventional lasers. The
presence of long-lived emitter states in mesoscale lasers is
controlled by the strength of coupling to external baths and
the number of emitters in the system. Physically, the stability
of the long-lived states is a consequence of the phases carried
by the emitters. For a state to be long-lived, these phases must
cause destructive interference upon photon emission or
absorption [9].

Emergence of long-lived two-emitter states in dissipative
environments has been explored previously [10–14]. In the
following, this behavior is analyzed in the context of meso-
lasers, and with reference to distinct behavioral regimes
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associated with these states as a function of system para-
meters. Furthermore, it is shown that experimentally acces-
sible parameters such as pump, mirror loss, and emission into
non-lasing modes, may be used to change the fidelity of long-
lived states in mesolasers containing two or more emitters.

2. Model

The system considered consists of a small number, Ne, of
identical two-level emitters (atoms or semiconductor quantum
dots) in a lossy Fabry–Perot optical cavity formed by two
partially reflecting mirrors [15, 16]. The cavity contains a
single optical mode that is on resonance with the emitters, so
that the mode photon energy quantum ÿω0 is equal to the
difference between the emitter energy levels ÿωe. A Jaynes–
Cummings interaction models the coupling between the
emitters and the optical mode [17, 18]. Emitters are excited by
coupling to a pump reservoir of electron–hole pairs. Loss
occurs due to leakage of photons from the optical cavity
into the environment via transmission through the partially
reflecting mirrors. There is also loss from emission into non-
lasing modes. Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the
Fabry–Perot cavity for the particular case when the number of
emitters is two, Ne=2.

The sub-system of interest consists of Ne two-level
emitters inside the optical cavity. Loss occurs due to inter-
action with the environment. For weak coupling the sub-
system is the Jaynes–Cummings Hamiltonian in the rotating-
wave approximation
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where snˆ is the annihilation operator for the nth emitter, gn is
the coupling between the nth emitter and the photon field, and

b̂ is the annihilation operator that acts on a discrete positive
integer number of photons occupying the optical cavity mode.

The interaction term for the pump reservoir is
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where ¢cR̂ is the annihilation operator of electron–hole pairs in
the reservoir, ¢¢dR̂ is the annihilation operator of phonons in
the reservoir and m ¢ ¢¢R R, is the rate of transfer of excitations
from the electron–hole pair reservoir to an emitter. Emission
into non-lasing modes is described by the interaction term
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where bR
ˆ is the annihilation operator of photons in an external

reservoir and λlR is the emission and absorption rate of
photons in non-lasing modes. Transmission of photons in the
cavity mode into the external photon reservoir is described by
the term

å l +bb b b , 4
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where λR is the rate of transfer of photons in a given mode
between the cavity and the external reservoir.

The density matrix of the subsystem of interest may be
calculated by tracing out the reservoir, so that

r r= Tr , 5Tˆ ( ˆ ) ( )

where rTˆ is the total system density matrix, including the
reservoir, and the r̂ is the density matrix of the subsystem of
interest.

Assuming the external photon reservoir is at zero temp-
erature, and disregarding pumping and spontaneous emission
into non-lasing modes, the master equation for two-level
emitters in a lossy optical cavity is [19]
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By including additional analogous terms to account for
pumping and spontaneous emission into non-lasing modes,
the (Linblad) master equation for the cavity subsystem
becomes [15, 16]
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where κ is the rate of optical loss from the cavity, γn is the
rate of emission of the nth emitter into non-lasing modes, and
Pn is the pump rate of the nth emitter via the introduction of
excitations from an electron–hole reservoir. Note that because
the pump term Pn can introduce excitations into the system,
the electron–hole reservoir is not assumed to be at zero
temperature. By letting w=g g x csinn n0( ), where xn is the
position of the nth emitter in the cavity, the spatial

Figure 1.A schematic of the open-system model showing the case of
two emitters, Ne=2. The emitters are two-level systems with
transition frequency ωe. The pump terms P1 and P2 are the rate of
transfer of excitations from the electron–hole reservoir to the first
and second emitter, respectively. Similarly, γ1 and γ2 are the
spontaneous emission rates into non-lasing modes, and g1 and g2 are
the coupling rates to the cavity optical mode ω0. The loss rate of the
optical cavity mode into the environment due to finite mirror
reflectivity is κ. The parallel mirrors of the Fabry–Perot cavity are
shown on the left and right of the sketch.
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dependence of the atom-mode coupling may be taken into
account. In the following, however, it has been assumed that
the emitters are identical and are all located at positive anti-
nodes of the cavity mode, so that gn=g, γn=γ and Pn=P.

The Lindbladian model disregards the time evolution of
the environment. This means that any changes induced in the
environment by the sub-system are not taken into account. It
is implicitly assumed that the optical cavity is coupled to free
space so that no photons that leave the optical cavity reenter.

3. State notation

The state of the system is determined by the presence of
photons in the cavity (described by the density matrix rpˆ ) and
the emitters (described by the density matrix rê). These are
related to the density matrix of the system of interest
(excluding the reservoir) r̂ by the partial traces r r= Trp eˆ ( ˆ )
and r r= Tre pˆ ( ˆ ). Similarly, a pure product state of the total
system can be written as y y yñ = ñ Ä ñp e∣ ∣ ∣ .

Since the cavity contains only a single mode, if s photons
are in the cavity, then the photon state may be written as
yñ = ñsp p∣ ∣ . If it is known whether each of the Ne emitters is
in the excited or ground state, then the emitter state may be
written as yñ = ña a a...e N e1 2 e∣ ∣ , where an=0 if the nth emitter
is in the ground state, and an=1 if it is in the excited state.

The total state of a cavity with photon state ñs p∣ and with
emitter state ña a a... N e1 2 e∣ is then

yñ = ñ ñ = ñs a a a s a a a... ; ... . 8p N e N1 2 1 2e e∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )

States of this form constitute a basis which may be used to
express pure states.

For single excitation emitter states, the notation
sñ = ñn 0e n e∣ ˆ ∣ is used to indicate the emitter state where the nth

emitter is in the excited state, and the others are in the ground
state.

4. Measures

4.1. Fidelity

Fidelity is used to evaluate the similarity of two density
matrices. Given two matrices r1ˆ and r2ˆ , the fidelity is

r r r r r=F , Tr . 91 2 1 2 1
2( ˆ ˆ ) [ ˆ ˆ ˆ ] ( )

Its value is in the range [0, 1] and it takes on the value 1 if and
only if r r=1 2ˆ ˆ . If r1ˆ is a pure state, so that r f f= ñá1 1 1ˆ ∣ ∣, then
the fidelity is

f r f r f= á ñF , . 101 2 1 2 1( ˆ ) ∣ ˆ ∣ ( )

4.2. Photon Fano factor

The Fano factor is used as a measure of spread in the photon
number distribution, normalized to the mean photon number.
It is defined as

r
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where the photon number operator =s b bˆ ˆ ˆ†
and á ñs is the

average number of photons in the optical cavity mode.
The Fano factor is related to the Mandel Q parameter by

the relation

r r= -Q 1. 12( ˆ ) ( ˆ ) ( )

The Mandel Q parameter is a measure of the difference
between a given distribution and the Poisson distribution.

5. Behavior of mesolasers

The steady-state behavior of mesolasers as a function of
system parameters is the focus of the following discussion.
Two separate numerical methods are used to produce and
verify the results in this section [20]. First, time integration is
used to generate the data shown in the figures. An optical
cavity of the kind discussed in section 2 with Ne=2 is
initialized with no photons or excitations present. The cavity
is then evolved in time using equation (7) and the fourth order
Runge-Kutta method until the density matrix r̂ reached steady
state. To perform these calculations, the density matrix is
truncated by choosing some maximum photon number that is
much larger than the largest average photon number. These
results are then verified by recasting equation (7) in the form

r
r= 

d

dt
, 13vect

vect
ˆ ( )

where ρvect is the vectorized density matrix and ̂ is the
Linbladian superoperator. The steady-state solution is then

Figure 2. Mean photon number á ñs as a function of pump for
two emitters in a single-mode optical cavity with g=1 meV, γ=
10−3 meV and κ=0.25 meV. The label ss indicates the value of
á ñs at which a local maximum in Fano factor occurs and is near the
peak in fidelity of the long-lived (stable) state. th labels the value of
á ñs at which the Fano factor local maximum occurs corresponding to
lasing threshold. sq indicates the value of á ñs at which the Fano
factor maximum occurs corresponding to self-quenching.
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found by solving for the null space of the superoperator (i.e.
setting =r

0
d

dt
vect ).

Figure 2 shows photon expectation value á ñs as a function
of pump for two emitters (Ne=2) in a laser cavity
with =g 1 meV, g = -10 meV3 and k = 0.25 meV. With
increasing pump, average photon number increases, peaks,
and then decreases.

The value of pump at which photon number in the laser
cavity rapidly increases is indicated by the local maximum in
the Fano factor shown in figure 3 which, in this case, occurs at

» -Plog 0.210 . The occurrence of Fano factor peaks at lasing
threshold in conventional macroscopic lasers is established
in the literature [21, 22]. The pump value = P Pth th( ) at
which this Fano factor peak occurs is therefore defined as the
lasing threshold in direct analogy with conventional macro-
scopic lasers while recognizing that, in fact, such a concept is
only strictly valid in the thermodynamic limit.

The rapid decrease in photon number with increasing
pump P corresponds approximately to the location of the
peak in photon Fano factor sq at »Plog 1.510 , indicating a
transition to a new characteristic dynamic referred to as self-
quenching. In this regime, high pump values prevent the
emitters from de-exciting and emitting a photon. This has the
effect of suppressing lasing while simultaneously increasing
fluctuations, as expected by the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem [23]. Previous work has established a connection
between these fluctuations and Fano factor [24].

At values of P<Pth, a third peak in the Fano factor is
easily identified and is associated with a transition to another
behavioral regime (see ss in figure 3). This peak is not
directly analogous to the known phase transitions in classical
lasers and is best discussed in the context of a quantum stable

state (see section 6.1). The peak in photon Fano factor, ss, is
not predicted by the classical continuum mean-field descrip-
tion because the cause is fundamentally quantum in origin.

6. Emitter states

In optical cavity systems of the type described above, there
exist emitter states that do not interact with the optical cavity
mode [9]. The emitter state of the system is defined
as r r= Tre pˆ ( ˆ ).

In particular, if the system contains two emitters (Ne=2)
with identical emitter-mode coupling rates g1=g2=g, then
the anti-symmetric emitter Bell state

y ñ = ñ - ñ-
1

2
10 01 14e e e∣ (∣ ∣ ) ( )

cannot transition to any other state via emission or absorption
of photons in the optical cavity mode [10]. This can be seen by
calculating the transition energy y s s yá å + ñ= -g b bn n n1

2∣ ( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ )∣† †

from y ñ-∣ to any other state yñ∣ mediated by the
emitter-mode coupling term, where y yñ = ñ Ä ñ =- -s p e∣ ∣ ∣
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(∣ ∣ ) is the total system state with s photons

and the anti-symmetric emitter state y ñ- e∣ . Since
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it follows that no transitions to or from the state y ñ- e∣ are
possible via interaction with the cavity mode.

More generally, consider single excitation emitter
states of the form yñ = å ña ne n n e∣ ∣ , where sñ = ñn 0e n e∣ ˆ ∣ . If
å =a 0n n , then, as in the previous case, photon emission
cannot occur (though absorption is possible for Ne>2). Such
states are longer-lived than other emitter states in optical
cavities because one of the paths by which transitions
between states occur is blocked.

Note that, unlike y ñ- e∣ , the symmetric state

y ñ = ñ + ñ+
1

2
10 01 16e e e∣ (∣ ∣ ) ( )

is not stable. An optical cavity containing two (Ne=2)
identical emitters initialized with zero excitations present and
allowed to evolve to steady state in the presence of a constant
pump typically shows transient Rabi oscillations in fidelity for
the symmetric y ñ+ e∣ state. There are no such oscillations for
the anti-symmetric state y ñ- e∣ since it does not interact with
the optical cavity mode.

Naturally, an objective is to control the presence of these
stable states in a meso-laser system by tuning system para-
meters such as P (the pump rate), γ (the emission rate into
non-cavity modes) and κ (the optical loss rate).

6.1. Two emitter stable states

Figure 4 shows the fidelity y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) at steady state of the
desired state y ñ- e∣ plotted as a function of pump, P. The
fidelity versus pump in figure 4 is plotted for the indicated
values of γ. Examination of the plot reveals that the optimal

Figure 3. Photon Fano factor as a function of pump for two emitters
in a single-mode optical cavity with g=1 meV, γ=10−3 meV and
κ=0.25 meV. ss indicates the Fano factor local maximum at
pump value = P Pss ss( ) that occurs near the peak in fidelity of the
long-lived (stable) state. th indicates the Fano factor local maximum
corresponding to lasing threshold pump value = P Pth th( ). sq

indicates the Fano factor maximum corresponding to self-quenching
at pump value = P Psq sq( ).
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value of P is dependent on the value of γ. On the one hand, P
contributes to the creation of states, and must be comparable
to loss rates for any state to exist. On the other hand, P itself
will cause the destruction of the desired state by introducing
further excitations into it. Thus, fidelity peaks at pump value
Ppeak. The plot also reveals that lower values of γ allow
higher fidelity to be achieved. This is consistent with the fact
that γ directly disrupts the desired state. The maximum pos-
sible value of fidelity for y ñ- e∣ is 0.5 (see the appendix).

It is worth noting that, due to coupling to the environ-
ment, the system is in a mixed state once it reaches steady
state. This is true of both the total state density matrix r̂ and
the emitter density matrix rê. For example, at κ=0.25 meV,
γ=10−5 meV and P=10−3 meV, we find that

r »Tr 0.492( ˆ ) and r »Tr 0.49e
2( ˆ ) .

Figures 4 and 5 reveal that the four different behavioral
regimes that the system may access are separated by local
photon Fano factor maxima ss, th and sq. As best illu-
strated in figure 5, with increasing pump, P, first there is a
linear increase in y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) until it approaches a peak. This
initial linear increase is due to the fact that at low levels of
excitation, it is far more likely that the pump will scatter the

ñ00 e∣ state to y ñ- e∣ or y ñ+ e∣ than that it will scatter the y ñ- e∣ or
y ñ+ e∣ states to the ñ11 e∣ state. Hence, to good approximation,
all transitions will be from the ñ00 e∣ state to y ñ- e∣ or y ñ+ e∣ (or
conversely via spontaneous emission). Since the rate of these
transitions is directly determined by the value of pump, the
fidelity, which is a measure of the probability of occupation of
these states, scales linearly with pump.

As pump increases further, fidelity gradually plateaus as
transitions from y ñ- e∣ to ñ11 e∣ begin to counterbalance transi-
tions from ñ00 e∣ to y ñ- e∣ . At low values of γ, gµPpeak

2 , where
Ppeak is the value of pump at which y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) peaks. This
can be seen in figure 6, where the slope of the Fpeak curve at
low values of gamma is 2, indicating a quadratic relation
between Ppeak and γ. The parallel ss and Fpeak curves at low
γ in figure 6 suggest a link between the Fano factor peaks ss

and peak fidelity Fpeak.
Fidelity y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) then begins to decrease as higher

pump increases the probability of occupation of the highest

Figure 4. A semilogarithmic plot of fidelity ( y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ )) as a
function of pump (P) with Ne=2. The different curves correspond
to different values of γ, ranging from γ=10−5 meV to
γ=10 meV, and progressing by factors of 10. The lowest-fidelity
curves on the left-hand side of the plot correspond to the highest
values of γ. For all curves g=1 meV and κ=0.25 meV. The
markers indicate the positions of Fano factor peaks on each fidelity
curve. th and sq indicate Fano factor local maxima corresponding
to lasing threshold and self-quenching, respectively. ss indicates
Fano factor local maxima that occur near the peak fidelity of the
stable emitter state y ñ- e∣ .

Figure 5. A log–log plot of fidelity ( y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ )) as a function of
pump (P) with Ne=2. The different curves correspond to different
values of γ, ranging from γ=10−5 meV to γ=10 meV, and
progressing by factors of 10. The lowest-fidelity curves on the left-
hand side of the plot correspond to the highest values of γ. For all
curves, g=1 meV and κ=0.25 meV.

Figure 6. The black curves show values of pump, P, at which the
Fano factor peaks for a given value of γ for Ne=2 and g=1 meV.
Each of the three types of Fano factor peak, ss, th and sq, are
plotted as separate curves. The red curve shows the location of the
fidelity peaks Fpeak. Spline fitting was used to accurately determine
the locations of the peaks.
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energy state ñ11 e∣ while reducing the probability of occupation
of the lowest energy state ñ00 e∣ . A tipping point is reached
beyond which the balance of transition rates between ñ00 e∣ ,
y ñ- e∣ and ñ11 e∣ requires a decline in the probability of occu-
pation of y ñ- e∣ (see figure A1 in the appendix for an illus-
tration of these competing rates). The third regime involves a
slowing of the decrease in fidelity as the system begins to
lase. Pinning of fidelity and emitter-state occupancy due to
lasing occurs over a finite range of pump, P. Finally, fidelity
decreases as P1 when the system experiences self-quenching
and the emitters approach saturation (this occurs for all values
of γ, though some of the curves have been truncated in
figure 5).

At high values of γ, only the first (linear increase in
fidelity) and fourth (inverse linear decrease in fidelity, self-
quenching) regimes are present. The markers in figure 4
indicate where local maxima of the photon Fano factor occur.
The locations of these maxima suggest the existence of three
transitions between the four different behavioral regimes
described above. At γ≈0.1 meV, the lower two Fano factor
peaks merge, and only two peaks remain (lasing and self-
quenching peaks). Nevertheless, the existence of the four
behavioral regimes remains evident in the fidelity versus
pump curves.

Photon statistics, in particular photon Fano factor, are
convenient, experimentally measurable, quantities that may
be used to distinguish between different behavioral regimes.
Figure 6 plots the values of pump, P, at which Fano factor
peaks for a given value of γ. The three types of Fano factor
peaks, ss, th and sq, are indicated by three different curves
which divide the parameter space into behavioral regions.
Connections between curves are not shown because in these
regions Fano factor peaks merge.

Figure 7 shows fidelity ( y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ )) as a function of γ
for three values of pump, P. It is notable that while for

P=10−3 meV a significant difference in fidelity exists
between high and low values of γ that would not be predicted
by a semi-classical model, at high values of pump this con-
trast does not exist. Instead, the rise and fall in fidelity
observed at high values of γ for P=100 meV and
P=101.2 meV respectively is caused by the shifting of the
location of the peak in fidelity due to higher pump values
being required to achieve intermediate average excitation
levels, while the constant value of fidelity at these values of
pump for lower values of γ is caused by pinning due to lasing
at P=100 meV and by self-quenching at P=101.2 meV.

Figure 8 compares y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) with y rñ+F ,e e(∣ ˆ ). At low
pump values, y ñ- e∣ dominates, as expected. Although the
pump creates y ñ+ e∣ and y ñ- e∣ with equal probability when
occupation levels are low, as shown by the fact that for
r = ñá0; 00 0; 000ˆ ∣ ∣

r
= ñá + ñá

- ñá
=

d

dt
P 0; 10 0; 10 0; 01 0; 01

2 0; 00 0; 00 , 17
t 0

ˆ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣

∣ ∣) ( )

the fact that the symmetric state y ñ+ e∣ interacts with the cavity
optical mode while the anti-symmetric y ñ- e∣ does not implies
that for low values of P and γ, y ñ+ e∣ quickly dissipates into the
environment via photon emission and photon transmission
into the external photon reservoir (described by typically
faster rates g and κ).

As pump increases, y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) peaks, and y rñ+F ,e e(∣ ˆ )
begins to rise. This is because the higher pump values begin
to disrupt y ñ- e∣ , causing it to transition to the two-excitation
state ñ11 e∣ . The increased presence of this two-excitation state
opens up a new pathway into y ñ+ e∣ via photon emission. Once
the lasing threshold is reached, there is a slowing in the rate of
change of fidelity, as lasing stabilizes the emitter state via

Figure 7. A semilogarithmic plot of fidelity ( y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ )) as a
function of spontaneous emission into non-lasing modes (γ) with
Ne=2. The different curves correspond to three different values of
pump (P=101.2 meV, P=100 meV and P=10−3 meV). For all
curves, g=1 meV and κ=0.25 meV.

Figure 8. A semilogarithmic plot of fidelity as a function of pump
with Ne=2. The black curves show y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) while the red
curves show y rñ+F ,e e(∣ ˆ ). The different curves correspond to
different values of γ, ranging from γ=10−5 meV to γ=10 meV,
and progressing by factors of 10. The lowest-fidelity curves on the
left-hand side of the plot correspond to the highest values of γ. For
all curves, g=1 meV and κ=0.25 meV.
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pinning. Once quenching is reached, both single-excitation
states disappear as the emitters approach saturation and the
two-excitation state ñ11 e∣ dominates. For high values of γ, the
fidelity curves for y ñ-∣ and y ñ+∣ become the same. This is
because g k for large values of γ, so the distinction
between y ñ+ e∣ and y ñ- e∣ is negligible in this case.

Note that, as was previously observed for y ñ- e∣ , and for
the same reasons, y ñ+ e∣ also initially undergoes a linear
increase in fidelity at low values of pump, and a decrease in
fidelity as 1/P at high values of pump. This can be seen in
figure 9 which shows fidelity as a function of pump using a
log–log plot.

At low values of P and γ, the steady-state fidelity
decreases as κ decreases. This is because lower κ corresponds
to a less lossy optical cavity in which more photons are
stored. Hence, there is a higher probability of finding the
system in the state y ñ+ e∣ due to its interaction with the photon
field, which means a lower probability of finding the system
in the other states present at low values of P, namely ñ00 e∣
and y ñ- e∣ .

When γ and P is small (e.g. γ=P=10−3 meV), the
lifetimes of y ñ- e∣ and y ñ+ e∣ may be approximated by identifying
the fastest rate by which they scatter into other states. For y ñ+ e∣ ,
the fastest process is coupling to the cavity mode via
g=1meV associated with the time constant τg≈1 ps. On the
other hand for y ñ- e∣ , no interaction with the cavity mode
occurs, so the fastest rates are P and γ. The lowest values of
P and γ plotted in figure 8 are γ=P=10−3 meV with time
constants τP=τγ≈1 ns. The difference between the lifetimes
of y ñ- e∣ and y ñ+ e∣ is therefore a factor of approximately 103.
The consequence is a large difference in fidelity when com-
paring these states to the emitter density matrix. For example,
if γ=P=10−3 meV, then y r y rñ ñ »- +F F, , 120e e e e(∣ ˆ ) (∣ ˆ ) .

6.2. Multi-emitter stable states

For three emitters (Ne=3), two orthogonal stable states are:

y ñ = ñ + ñ + ñp pe e
1

3
100 010 001 , 18e e

i
e

i
e1

2 3 4 3∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )
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p p
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These are the only stable three-photon states, since the
single-excitation space has dimension 3, and a third ortho-
gonal state

y ñ = ñ + ñ + ñ
1

3
100 010 001 20e e e e3∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )

is not stable.
For Ne emitters, there will always be Ne−1 stable sin-

gle-excitation states. This is because these states are the
solutions to the equation å == a 0n

N
n1

e , which is a single
equation in Ne variables, leaving Ne−1 degrees of freedom.
One basis for such states has the form

åy ñ = ñp

=N
e k

1
21j e

e k

N
ijk N

e
1

2
e

e∣ ∣ ( )

where j=1, 2, K, Ne−1 [9]. The existence of Ne−1
stable single-excitation states suggests that long-lived states
can be present at low pump levels, even in macroscopic
lasers. An accurate model describing scaling towards the
thermodynamic limit in the number of emitters requires fur-
ther research.

7. Conclusion

It has been shown that long-lived emitter states spontaneously
emerge in mesolasers, and that they are associated with dis-
tinct behavioral regimes in different parts of the parameter
space. Classical continuum mean-field models cannot predict
the existence of these fundamentally quantum states.

When considered from the perspective of a quantum-
classical transition, long-lived emitter-states are remarkably
robust against coupling to the pump, P, emission into non-
lasing modes, γ, and mirror loss, κ. For the two-emitter case
(Ne=2) with small γ, fidelity of the anti-symmetric state
remains finite both below and above laser threshold and is
only completely suppressed for pump values above self-
quenching, > P P sq( ). For < P P sq( ) the long-lived anti-
symmetric quantum state y ñ- e∣ only decoheres partially by
coupling to a dissipative bath environment. Power law scaling
of fidelity, F, with pump power, P, occurs as F∝ P for γ>P
and as F∝1/P for > P P sq( ).

Four distinct behavioral regimes are identified at different
values of pump. These are associated with the emergence of the
anti-symmetric emitter state ( < P P ss( )), the dissipation of this
state ( < < P P Pss th( ) ( )), lasing ( < < P P Pth sq( ) ( ))

Figure 9. A log–log plot of fidelity ( y rñ+F ,e e(∣ ˆ )) as a function of
pump (P) with Ne=2. The different curves correspond to different
values of γ, ranging from γ=10−5 meV to γ=10 meV, and
progressing by factors of 10. The lowest-fidelity curves on the left-
hand side of the plot correspond to the highest values of γ. For all
curves, g=1 meV and κ=0.25 meV.
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and self-quenching ( > P P sq( )). Future experimental mea-
surement of photon Fano factor might be used to identify these
four distinct behavioral regimes separated by local Fano factor
peaks.

In general, the fidelity of long-lived states in mesolasers
containing two or more emitters may be controlled by
experimentally accessible parameters that include the number
of emitters, pump, cavity mirror loss, and emission into non-
lasing modes.

Appendix. Maximum fidelity

Figure 4 suggests that the maximum fidelity y rñ-F ,e e(∣ ˆ ) that
can be achieved in the two-emitter (Ne=2) mesolaser is 0.5.
This can be seen by observing that at low values of pump
(P=10−3 meV ) fidelity appears to approach 0.5 as γ

approaches zero.
To show that this is the case, several approximations will

need to be made. A convenient basis for the emitter states in a
system with two two-level emitters consists of the four states

ñ00 e∣ , y ñ- e∣ , y ñ+ e∣ and ñ11 e∣ . A schematic showing these four
states, possible transitions between the states, and the pro-
cesses enabling these transitions is shown in figure A1.

At low values of pump (P g ), photon expectation
number á ñ »s 0, so that the probability of photons being
absorbed by the emitters is very small. Thus, at low levels of
pump, only spontaneous emission into the cavity mode occurs
primarily via g. Although Rabi oscillations between the
emitters and a photon in the cavity mode may briefly occur,
these oscillations will quickly dampen compared to most
other timescales since k gP, .

Because this spontaneous emission into the cavity mode
occurs quickly with respect to other timescales, the prob-
ability of occupation of y ñ+ e∣ and ñ11 e∣ is very low. These
states become primarily occupied in transit as a path from

y ñ- e∣ up to ñ11 e∣ via P and then quickly cascading back down
to ñ00 e∣ through y ñ+ e∣ via g. Because P is the slowest process
in this path, it is the bottleneck. A simplified schematic can
then be drawn as in figure A2. However, if g P , then γ can
be ignored, and the system becomes symmetric. resulting in
equal occupation of ñ00 e∣ and y ñ- e∣ . This accounts for the
maximum achievable fidelity of 0.5.
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